
Homeowners who are serious about having a cleaner, healthier 
home with added convenience and value turn to VACUFLO. 

VACUFLO Central Vacuums feature powerful suction to remove 100%  

of vacuumed dirt and dust from your home. This ensures a clean, healthy  

living environment with improved indoor air quality and reduced allergens. 

Today's energy efficient homes are built tighter to lower energy budgets.  

Exterior wrappings do a good job of insulating the home, but also trap 

pollutants inside.  With a typical vacuum, fine dust particles and bacteria 

circulate into the home to aggravate allergy and asthma sufferers.  When 

vacuuming with a central vacuum system, you'll never experience the 

recirculation of dirt and odors.  Your home stays clean and fresh while your 

family stays healthier. 

VACUFLO Disposable Bag power units take central vacuum cleaning to the 

next level by ensuring you never have to touch the dirt, even when the vacuum 

is full! VACUFLO features durable, triple-layer filter bags that do not let any dust 

escape. Since the outside of the CleanShield® bag is never exposed to dirt, 

neither are you. Simply remove, seal and replace the bag ensuring the cleanest 

experience possible. 

Disposable Bag Power Units

Maximum Power  
and Performance
• Eliminates 100%  

of vacuumed dust  
and allergens from  
your home

• Replaceable filtration 
bag filters particles 
as small as .3 
microns

• Powerful, high-
performance motor 
delivers strong  
vacuum power

• Lifetime Limited  
Warranty



512 W. Gorgas St., Louisville, OH 44641 
1-800-822-8356   www.vacuflo.com

VACUFLO's CleanShield Filter Bags ensure 
a dirtless experience for you. The bags are 
constructed of three layers of quality, cloth 
filter material. Unlike traditional paper bags, 
the CleanShield Filter bags don't lose  
performance as they are filled. 

For more information on VACUFLO contact:
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Some models feature the CarbonCapture filter which 
captures carbon dust from the motor brushes. This ensures 
that dust does not escape from the unit, preventing walls 
from getting dirty in your home. 

VACUFLO® Disposable Bag central vacs 
offer a cleaner solution for homeowners by 
utilizing the CleanShield® replaceable bag. 
The CleanShield bag collects vacuumed 
dirt and dust and is easily changed for the 
ultimate dirtless experience.
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Disposable Bag 
Power Units

 DB3000 DB5000 DB7000 DB8000 DB9000 
Recommended   
Square Footage
Sealed Vacuum (H2O lift) 129" 133" 158" 151" 208"
CFM Max 95 123 110 136 122
Maximum Air Watts 522 560 601 707 903
Volts 120 120 120 120 240
Max./Avg. Amps 13.4/10.6 13.2/10.5 14.8/12.1 14.7/12.2 13.8/11.0 
Bag Capacity 4 gallons 6 gallons 6 gallons 6 gallons 6 gallons
CarbonCapture® Filter No No Yes Yes Yes
Level of Quietness 59.7 dBA 62.6 dBA 67.0 dBA 67.9 dBA 70.0 dBA


